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Why Choose IKE Bubble Washing Machine?

It is a perfect equipment for food processing, catering, supermarkets and other industries. 

IKE Bubble Washing Machine is mainly used for vegetables and fruits cleaning. It imitates human 

washing motion. It can helps us to reduce labor cost and improve work efficiency. The washing 

machine has ozone disinfection function to kill the bacterial and oxidize pesticide too.
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Fruit cleaning processing line

Leaf Vegetables Cleaning Fruit Cleaning

Features

MAKE YOUR FOOD

SUPER CLEAN
WITH IKE MACHINERY

*Use as stand-alone or connect with other machines

*Ozone disinfection function

*Button operation and easy mantainance

*Bubble cleaning without damage

*Second�spray�for�further�cleaning

*Stainess steel 304 material entirely

*Food grade POM�conveyor�belt�

Scan  the  code  to  watch 
the  introduction  video
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The small bubble ozone washing machine use high-pressure gas to generate bubbling vibration to 

clean fruits and vegetables. and with ozone disinfection function to kill the bacterial and oxidize 

pesticide.

Small Washing Machine With Bubble

KT-WB100 KT-WB150

 Model Size Input  Voltage Supply Capacity

KT-WB100 1000*740*1000mm 0.55KW 220V/50Hz 200kg/h

KT-WB150 1500*760*1000mm 1.5KW 380V/50Hz 600kg/h

High pressure bubble  function Safety waterproof buttonsOrifice plate can be lifted up
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Main features:

* Small volume

* Bubble cleaning without damage

* Ozone disinfection function
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Bubble Washing Machine with Conveyor Belt

KT-WB200 KT-WB300

 Model Size Input  Voltage Supply Capacity

KT-WB200 2250*940*1280mm 2.6KW 380V/50Hz 800kg/h

KT-WB300 3250*940*1280mm 3.5KW 380V/50Hz 1500kg/h

KT-WB300S 3250*940*1280mm 3.5KW 380V/50Hz 1500kg/h

KT-WB400 4250*940*1280mm 4.0KW 380V/50Hz 2000kg/h

Bubble washing Conveying belt Second spraying

It is mainly through the bubbling and second spraying two cleaning methods to clean the 

vegetables and fruits. it has ozone disinfection function to kill the bacterial and oxidize pesticide. 

The discharge action is lifted by conveying belt, and spraying is performed on the elevator 

for second cleaning. 
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Main features:

* With conveyor belt

* Second spray for further cleaning

* Ozone disinfection function
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360 Vortex Bubble Washing Machine

KT-WB680VDKT-WB680V

 Model Size Input  Voltage Supply Capacity

KT-WB680V 2200*900*1500mm 3.0KW 380V/50Hz 800kg/h

KT-WB680VD 4080*1200*1600mm 3.5KW 380V/50Hz 1000kg/h

Vibration conveying mechanism Drum separator Slag barrier & Circulating 

water tank

360 Vortex bubble Washing is suitable for cleaning leafy vegetables, rhizomes and pickled 

vegetables and fruits. It with bubble cleaning, vortex washing and automatic circulating water design 

advantages. It adopts vibrating conveying instead of traditional conveyor belt conveying to 

effectively separate the debris in the material and remove excess water.

Main features:

* 360 Vortex bubble washing

* Automatic circulating water

* Separate the debris 
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Shishan science and technology park, Foshan | Guangdong, CHINA

Tel: 0086 83338767    Email:sales@ikemachinery.com

IKE always by your side
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Washing CuttingPeeling Drying Packing
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Founded in 1994, IKE is a professional manufacturer engaged in food machinery such as food 

cleaning machine, peeling machine, slicing machine, threshing machine, drying machine, and 

packing machine. IKE has a high standard workshop with 10 thousand square meters and has more 

than 200 workers. IKE machinery is selling well all over the world and won many praises from 

clients. With rich experience in the food machinery industry, we provide you with the most 

professional food processing solutions. 

Just contact us!

Top-level food processing solutions

For your business!

WELCOME TO IKE


